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ABSTRACT

In today’s environment when everything is Travel Bus information is a vital component of many intelligent transportation systems (ITS) applications. In recent years, the number of vehicles in India has increased tremendously, leading to severe traffic congestion and pollution in urban areas, particularly during peak periods. A desirable strategy to deal with such issues is to shift more people from personal vehicles to public transport by providing better service (comfort, convenience and so on). The scope of this proposed system is to use speech recognition system for user selected destination entry, and voice module for making announcements about the arrival details. The performance of the proposed system is found to be promising and expected to be valuable in the development of advanced public transportation systems (APTS) in India. The main advantage of this device is to provide bus alerting system for easy navigation i.e. the user gets the voices which pronounce the bus details along with destination alerts. The system also supports with another protection feature for blind, when any sudden accidents occur which is detected using MEMS accelerometer sensor and sends location global positioning system based alerts to the predefined concern person in the form of SMS messages. As Speech is the primary and most convenient means of communication between humans it aims to provide a review based on the design of a new voice based alerting system for the blind based on Speech recognition system and voice circuit for voice based announcements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Each visually impaired faces its own daily challenges. Since they have difficulty to sense what happens around them, this compromises a series of activities such as learning, and especially locomotion. If they need to use public transportation, the challenge becomes even greater. In addition, they depend on the good will of other people around them to locate the public transport vehicle. Most of time they don't even know if they are on a bus stop. To give more comfort and quality of life for these people to use public transportation, it is necessary to research and develop systems that might help them to localize and use the public transport service independently, like ordinary person.

Figure 1
II. BACKGROUND OVERVIEW

A. Existing System
Conventional solutions that can be used by people with visual impairment are the use of cane, personal guide and guide dog. In the public transport, only the last 2 solutions help the blind person to get around more safely. However, both have high costs. The WHO estimates that 90% of people with visual disabilities live in low-income situation. So, the systems and solutions must be low cost, accessible to all people in this group, with easy operation. Several systems have been proposed over the years.

B. Drawbacks of Existing System
- Manual operation
- Monitoring depends on driver
- Less Alert system
- Unsafe for others
- Short range
- Less accuracy

C. Aim & Objective
Many of them involve electronic systems using Wireless Sensor Networks and/or communication via GPS for localization. The main aim of the project is to design a voice based alerting system for the blind based on Speech recognition system and voice circuit for voice based announcements.

D. Proposed System
The proposed system consists of two sections.
(i) Passenger section
(ii) Bus section

This system which is with passenger or physically disabled person consists of PIC microcontroller which is interfaced with speech recognition module, GPS receiver, GSM modem, APR voice circuit, LCD, buzzer and zigbee module, MEMS accelerometer sensor.

Initially the user needs to give his/her destination details through voice recognition module as input. The microcontroller takes responsibility to display the destination related bus numbers onto the LCD and also announces the bus numbers to the blind person using APR33A3 voice circuit. Secondly the controller also sends the information about the user destination details to the bus section using wireless zigbee module. When the bus reaches the bus stop then the system automatically announces the arrival of bus along with bus number details using voice circuit.

The user section also has another protection feature like usage of MEMS accelerometer sensor. Whenever any accident is detected using the sensor then the system automatically alerts through buzzer alarm and also sends the alerting messages to the concerned person about his location using GSM modem in the form of SMS messages.

The bus section consists of Zigbee module, LCD, buzzer interfaced with ARM-7 LPC2148 microcontroller. When the zigbee module receives the input given from user section it continuously sends the signal about its approach using wireless zigbee communication and when it once reaches the required destination it alerts through buzzer alarm.

The same information is sent to the user section for enabling other units like displaying the bus details on LCD, Voice based bus approach alerts, and also using GSM module it can send the bus details to the concerned person predefined number.

I. BLOCK DIAGRAM

A. Transmitter Unit

![Diagram of Transmitter Unit](image-url)
II. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

A. Introduction
This system is specially designed for blind person, so he/she can travel easily, safely and independently. This system divided into two parts. One is transmitter and another is receiver. Transmitter side will be placed in the bus and blind person have the receiver side. Transmitter part contains XBee module and DIP. XBee module will continuously transmit its unique ID which is generated by DIP. Receiver part contains XBee module, which receive the ID and have keypad to store destination ID in system. It’s also have accelerometer which gives location of system.

B. The Working Flow
Let’s see how the system will work; as we read in above paragraph, Blind person will have Receiver part. Every bus stop will have its unique id. If a blind person wants to travel from one destination to another by bus, He/she will store the unique id of destination bus stop, with a help of the keypad provided in system. After giving destination ID, receiver will start and continuously searching for Id which match destination Id. In transmitter side which placed in buses, it’s continuously transmit the bus stops id to nearest bus stops. As soon as the transmitter id of bus and systems destination id matches, system will activate the vibrator motor and sound will generated to give alert for blind person that he/she can board in bus for journey.

As the journey started, system will again waiting for the transmitter id which matched with destination id. As destination stop arrived the system will again give vibration with help of the vibration motor and sound with help of Voice IC to alert a blind person that stop arrived he/she can get down from bus.

There is another mechanism in this system. This mechanism is specially designed for safety of blind person. If accident of blind person is occurred the accelerometer is activated which is placed in system and GSM 800 modules, which generate message which contains the location of blind person. This Message will send to the relative’s number of blind person, which is already stored in system. This helps the relatives to find the blind person and it gives more safety to that person.

III. ALGORITHM

A. Transmitter Side
Step1: Start.
Step2: System variables initialize.
Step3: System peripherals initialize.
Step4: Monitor ID from DIP switch.
Step5: Generate packet of ID.
Step6: Send to XBee.
Step7: Monitor for ID from DIP switch.
B. Receiver Side

Step1: Start.
Step2: System variables initialize.
Step3: System peripherals initialize.
Step4: Get destination ID from User.
Step5: Monitor for wireless Bus ID.
Step6: Check ID matched with User ID.
Step7: ID does not match? Go back to Step 5.
Step8: Generate voice alert
Step9: Start vibrator motor.
Step10: Monitor live GPS location
Step11: Check for User’s Bus stop location.
Step12: Location does not match? Go back to step 10.
Step13: Generate voice alert.
Step14: Start vibrate motor
Step15: Stop.

IV. RESULT & DISCUSSION

When the person reaches the bus station, he can find the buses that pass through a particular location with the help of voice recognition system and voice synthesizer. When the bus approaches the bus station, there is an indication in the bus by the beep sound of a buzzer that there is a blind person available in the bus station.

This is achieved with the help of XBee unit both in the bus unit and blind unit. Finally when the bus reaches the station the bus number is announced to the blind through headphones.

There are currently available systems for the outdoor navigation but they will not assist in travelling to unfamiliar areas. Some systems use PDA which is not so economic and cannot be afforded by all. In most of the systems RFID tags are used which are required in 1000s of numbers for tracking of route. Also it provides only one way communication. The system we use is a mobile unit, weightless and economically feasible.

C. Advantage

- User-friendly interaction with the user.
- Reliable for blind people.
- Easy to operate.
- Visual alerts through LCD
- Audible alerts through Voice module and also buzzer alarm.
- Speech based input for destination
- Wireless data transmission using zigbee.
- MEMS based accident detection
- Location based alerts using GPS receiver module
- User-friendly interaction with the user.
- Highly sensitive.
- Reliable for blind physically challenged people.
- SMS based alerting system using GSM in case of emergencies.
- Highly efficient and low cost design with portability

D. Disadvantages

- Easy to operate.
- Visual alerts through LCD
- Audible alerts through Voice module and also buzzer alarm.

V. CONCLUSION

Primarily, the blind person in the bus station is identified with RF communication. The blind informs the location he needs through the microphone which is given to the voice recognition system which produces the output of bus numbers in the voice synthesizer unit which is heard in headset.

Then this location is transmitted to the transceiver in the bus. If the names in the transceiver in the bus matches with that of the name send by the blind, then there is an alarm in the bus unit alerting the presence of blind and a voice to the user’s headset that the particular bus has arrived. With the help of GPS
tracker connected with audio output the destination
chosen by the blind is intimated when the bus reaches
the correct location. PDA's can be used for GPS
tracking but it is not cost effective.

The accessibility of public transport for people with
visual impairment is an issue that needs to be fairly
debated. Nowadays, the use of public transportation is
growing fast. There is expansion of the existing
networks, capacity and the number of lines. But there
are few, or any, strategies aimed for integrating people
with visual impairments in a manner to facilitate their
lives. The work proposed in this paper seeks to create
a low-cost solution, low power consumption and an
affordable system.

To reach these characteristics, it uses various
electronic devices and widespread technologies, such
as smartphone, application and embedded system.
This helps to lower the costs of the system, and
facilitates its maintenance. With preliminary tests, for
distances adjusted to real situation, the system showed
satisfactory results.

The communication link between the modules was
successfully performed, where could be confirmed via
HyperTerminal. However, the system needs to be
tested in others situations, like using more than one
Module, to analyse the behaviour when more users
are connected to the network. This will require a
management of the information to attend all the users
at the right time.

VI. ENHANCEMENTS

A. Future Modifications

- The project can be extended using GPRS
  module using which the bus details can be
  monitored directly from predefined web link.
- This approach eliminates the problem of blind
  pedestrians. We designed an assistive device for
  the Blind based on adapted GSM, fusion of GPS
  and vision based positioning.
- The assistive device improve user positioning,
  the estimated position would compatible with
  assisted navigation for the blind positioning.
- The future work enhances autonomous robots
  or vehicles localization. This project can be
  extended using GPRS module using which the
  live tracking of the physically disabled can be
  plotted in the Google maps.
- The system can be extended by using Android
  technology for plotting location tracking in
  Google maps.
- The project can be extended using wireless Wi-
  Fi network using which the destination can be
  provide as input using voice application and also
  touch application from android mobile.
- As future work, the user application for
  smartphone will be developed. It will contain
  already all public transport routes, and work
  with Talkback system.
- The prototypes modules will be developed to
  small and easy to transport. Final tests will be
  performed with people with visually
  impairment, to get a feedback about the system
  and improve it even more.
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